Abstract

This paper presents an overview of a process for updating relational databases through XML views. The process is based on a query language called R2X and on a concept of normalization for XML views. The R2X language constructs XML views from relational databases, while normalization removes the ambiguity in an XML view, thus solving the update problem. In order to normalize an XML view, we benefit from the relation between XML and non-first normal form relations (NF2).
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1 Introduction

Since its introduction, XML quickly became the universal format for publishing and exchanging data on the Web. Despite that, most of corporate data still resides in relational databases. This is due to the maturity of indexing, query processing and storing techniques of the relational systems.

In recent years, several types of applications appeared, where data stored in relational databases need to be translated to XML. Examples are WEB applications that separate content from presentation. Applications of this type represent content internally in XML and present data to the user in HTML. Another example are applications that use XML to interchange data.

In order to implement such types of applications, tools for generating XML views from relational data sources have been proposed in the literature. In this work, these tools are called wrappers because they can be thought as an intermediate layer between a user application and a relational database. These tools can be classified in two types.

Tools that use SQL to construct the views and map the relational view to XML. Such approach is suitable for users who are familiar with the relational model and the SQL language. In this approach the XML wrapper has a single task: the construction of XML instances from the result of SQL queries. Examples of such tools are Oracle XML SQL Utility [22], DB2XML [26], extension of SAX e DOM APIs [17], ODBC2XML [13], IBM DB2 XML Extender [6] and the XML/SQL language [27], among others.

Tools that map the relational model to XML and use XML query languages to build the views. This type of solution is suitable for users who are familiar with the XML model and its query languages. However there is a big semantic gap between queries in an XML language and the corresponding query in SQL. Due to this fact the construction of an XML wrapper in this approach is not a simple task. Examples of such tools are SilkRoute [9] and Xperanto [5].

Most of the existing proposals present limitations such as constraints on the nesting of XML elements and the need of procedural specification of the mapping from SQL to XML.

Another problem consists in updating the relational database through XML views. From the application point of view, it is natural that the changes made in the XML view be automatically mapped to the underlying relational database. However, few of these tools supply this kind of support [25, 22, 6, 28]. Additionally, tools that support updates generally present restrictions regarding
the way changes are submitted, the kind of view that can be updated (usually only plan views) and also the kind of update operations that can be performed (some are restricted to only insertions).

This work fits in this context, since it proposes a mechanism to update relational databases through XML views. The mechanism is based in a language that constructs updatable XML views over relational databases. This language is called R2X (Relations to XML). It was designed over a more generic language called uR2X (underlying Relations to XML). uR2X [3] is an evolution of XML/SQL [27] and it constructs read-only XML views with arbitrary structure and nesting. R2X is also an evolution of a previous version [4]. Both R2X and uR2X follow the first approach, that is, they use SQL to build the views and map the relational view to XML.

This work is structured as follows. Section 2.1 presents the relation of R2X and NF² relations. Section 2.2 shows the update operations that can be performed in an XML view. Section 2.3 describes the next steps in the R2X design. Finally, section 3 presents some concluding remarks.

2 R2X Language

Besides constructing updatable XML views, R2X defines a mechanism to update relational databases through XML views. This mechanism is based in a wrapper architecture (Figure 1). In this architecture, a user application submits an R2X query to the wrapper. The wrapper processes the query and sends the resulting XML view and its DTD to the application. The user application modifies the XML view according to the DTD and sends it back to the wrapper. The wrapper identifies the changes performed on the XML view and generates update SQL statements so that the changes can be reflected in the database.

2.1 R2X and NF²

One of the design goals of R2X is the construction of updatable XML views with arbitrary nesting. In the database research area, the concept of nesting is not new, and appeared in the non-first normal form approaches (NF²) [20, 1, 14].

With this in mind, we decided to use NF² relations in the R2X design. This decision was made because NF² relations can be easily mapped to XML [18]. Besides that, a normalized relation can be transformed into a non-normalized relation by the use of the nest operator (ν). The nest operator partitions relations and creates nested relations for each partition formed [24].

In this way, we defined an implementation model for R2X that works as follows. A view definition query expressed in classical relational algebra is transformed by a series of nest operations, obtaining an NF² view. This view is than mapped to XML (Figure 2). This process is based in the specification of R2X query language, which uses classical relational algebra and nest operations. Due to space restrictions, the R2X specification will not be shown here. Further details can be found in [3].
Definition of a concept of normal form. Based in the functional dependency defined in the previous step, the concept of normal form that will be used in the thesis must be defined. Several
normal forms for NF² relations were proposed in literature: Normal Form (NF) [20], Nested Normal Form (NNF) [23], Partitioned Normal Form (PNF) [12] e NF-N3 [19], among others. There are also proposals of normal forms for semistructured schemas: Normal Form for Semistructured Schema (NF-SS) [29] e XML Normal Form (XNF) [8]. These proposals must be analyzed to check if they can be adapted to NF² relations.

Definition of the relation between XML and NF². In order to use NF² in the language specification, we formally defined the relation between XML and NF² [3].

Definition of what kinds of views are updatable. Using the concept of normal form defined in the second step, a method of identifying classes of updatable views and classes of non-updatable views must be defined. More specifically, it is necessary to verify what classes of views accomplish the properties of the normal form defined. Besides that, other features of updatable views must be observed. In literature, several works define classes of updatable views, and mechanisms to update databases through views. A classical work is presented in [16]. In addition, lots of works presents the properties a view must have in order to be updatable [15, 2, 21, 10].

The proposal presented here also includes the extension of the R2X language to support views with additional semantics. There are several applications in which a view has a specific semantic. They usually construct views according to an attribute value. A classical example is a view that shows the employees that plays in the company soccer time. In this case, the criteria for the view construction is "play-soccer-time = yes". This makes the semantic of the update operations to be different from the usual. The exclusion of an employee in the XML view must be mapped to an update in the value of the "play-soccer-time" column to "no" rather than to the exclusion of the employee. Allowing these kinds of views would make R2X a more powerful language.

3 Concluding remarks

This paper presented a brief overview of a proposal for updating relational databases through XML views. So far, we have proposed the R2X language for building updatable XML views over relational databases and defined an implementation model that uses NF² relations. The next steps include using as much as possible the existing proposals for NF² relations in order to guarantee the generation of only updatable XML views. This process implies mapping NF² relations to XML.

The architecture shown in Figure 1 is being implemented in Java. Also, a web version will be available, allowing users to submit queries, modify the resulting XML view and submit the modified view back to the wrapper. The modifications will then be reflected in the database.
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